
1st Grade Music with Mrs. Crosman - 1st Semester

Your child has been improving his/her singing voice and has been learning 
about different musical concepts.  Many songs, books, and musical games were 
used to learn about beat, timbre, rhythm, and melody. Here are some of the 

songs and activities students have learned:

Steady Beat: The pulse in music - Students reviewed instruments they learned 
last year while matching the steady beat to songs like “Hickory Dickory Dock” 
and “I Think Music’s Neat”. We also practiced moving to the beat while listening 
to instrumental music (Hungarian Dance No. 3). We will continue to experience 
beat and meter (the pattern of the beat).

Timbre: The type of sound - We continue to learn about instruments and how 
they are classified. Instruments we have used this year include the wood block, 
tambourine, guiro, frame drum, maracas, triangle, xylophone, metallophone, 
glockenspiel, and resonator bells.

Rhythm: Long and short sounds and silences - We practiced reading short and 
long rhythm patterns and learned about the quarter rest (1 beat of silence). Songs 
learned include Muffin Man, Big Black Cats, Old Mrs. Witch, Apple Tree, and 
Hop Old Squirrel. More complicated rhythms will be added later this year.

Melody: Sounds moving up and down, or high and low - Students learned about 
the scale and how it is a tool to build melody. Listening activities were used to 
help students understand the difference between high and low sounds. Songs 
learned include Apple Tree, Teddy Bear, and Scale Rap.

Movement: Many movement activities have been used to help students 
strengthen their coordination and to encourage awareness of space. Some of 
these include Apple Tree, Charlie Over the Ocean, Jim Along Josie, Wait a 
Phrase, Engine Engine, Hop Old Squirrel, and In the Hall of the Mountain King.

1st Grade music lessons are developed and presented using the generative 
approach, where students learn first from experiences they already know 
and then build upon those skills with new material.


